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DECISION SUPPORT 
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DEVELOPMENT



At this point, you may be 
sold on the idea of
decision support systems.
The next logical question 
is how to start. 



The next logical question 
is how to start. The 
answer is a clear and
unequivocal, 
"it depends."



DSS must usually be 
custom tailored



The best approach 
depends upon the 
kind of systems
already in place and 
the intended focus of 
the DSS.



Important to understand the 
needs of the application and 
to select the models, model 
management system,
databases, DBMS, and user 
interface in a manner that 
best meets the needs of that 
application



- Who needs the DSS?
- What advantages does the 
user expect by using the DSS?
- When will the DSS be used?
- Where does this system fit 
into the general business 
process?
- Why is a DSS needed?
- How will the DSS be used?



Most users would rather live 
with a problem they cannot 
solve than use a solution 
they cannot understand.



So, the DSS that too difficult 
to use will make it an instant 
failure.



How would a designer 
know when he or she has a 
good DSS?



How would a designer 
know when he or she has a 
good DSS?



Gachet and Sprague (2006) 
and Pick (2008) say, the 
system must be comfortable 
for the user and improve 
decision making.



Arnott and Dodson 
represent these concepts 
with "user satisfaction" and 
"impact of the system."



How designers know what 
factors will make the system 
easy to use and comfortable 
to use?



Norman (2007) identifies six 
design rules:
- Provide rich, complete and 
natural signals.
- Be predictable.
- Provide good conceptual models.
- Make output understandable.
- Provide continual awareness 
without annoyance.
- Exploit natural mappings.



Norman (2007) identifies six 
design rules:
- Provide rich, complete and 
natural signals.
- Be predictable.
- Provide good conceptual models.
- Make output understandable.
- Provide continual awareness 
without annoyance.
- Exploit natural mappings.



Norman (2007) further 
emphasized rules of good 
design :
• Keep things simple.
• Give people a conceptual model.
• Give reasons.
• Make people think they are in 
control.
• Continually reassure.
• Never label human behavior as 
"error."





HOW TO DEVELOP 
DECISION SUPPORT 
SYSTEM



System development life 
cycle (SDLC)



Waterfall Model
Four phases

Planning
Analysis
Design
Implementation

Cyclical
Can return to other 
phases



Planning
Why Build the 
System?



Planning
Why Build the System?



Planning
Minor Step Deliverable

1. Identify business value System request

2. Analyze feasibility Feasibility study

3. Develop work  plan Work  plan

4. Staff project Staffing plan,

Project charter

5. Control and direct project Project management tools

CASE tool

Standards list

Project binders / files

Risk assessment



PLANNING FOR 
DECISION SUPPORT 
SYSTEM



In an ideal world, a
multilevel plan guides the 
development of new DSS





DSS plan should help 
answer 5 questions such as 
those posed by Sprague and 
Carlson (1982)



• How can current needs 
susceptible to DSS be
recognized?
• How can the likely extent of 
their growth be assessed?
• What types of DSS are 
required to support the needs, 
now and in the future?



• What are the minimum 
startup capabilities required, 
both organizational and 
technical?
• What kind of plan can be 
developed to establish the 
long-term direction yet respond
to unanticipated developments 
in managerial needs and 
technical capabilities?



The DSS master plan would 
provide direction in the 
selection of hardware and 
software and for integration 
with current systems



Analysis
Who, What, When, Where?



Analysis
Minor Step Deliverable

6. Analyze problem Analysis plan

7. Gather information Information

8. Model process(es) Process model

9. Model data Data model



Design
How Will the System Work?



Design
Minor Step Deliverable

10. Design physical system Design plan

11. Design architecture Architecture design,

Infrastructure design

12. Design interface Interface design

13. Design database and files Data storage design

14. Design program(s) Program design



Implementation
System Delivery



Implementation
Minor Step Deliverable

15. Construction Test plan,

Programs,

Documentation

16. Installation Conversion plan,

Training plan



Successfull Projets 
Management
- Establish a baseline 
- Define scope of project
- Manage change and scope creep
- Get support from upper management
- Establish timelines, milestones, and 
budgets based on realistic goals
- Involve users
- Document everything



Implementation Failures

- Lack of stakeholder involvement
- Incomplete requirements
- Unclear purpose
- Unrealistic expectations
- Project champion leaves
- Lack of skill or expertise
- Inadequate human resources
- New technologies



Team Leader

- Team leader must have good PM skills
- Major reason for IS development 
failures-bad PM skills
- Only 26% of all projects surveyed (23,000) in 
1998 succeeded 28% failed, 46% challenged
- Lower success rates for large companies
- Better PM skills needed



Team Leader Skills

Technology and business knowledge
Judgment
Negotiation
Good communication
Organization



Tools

Computer-aided software 
engineering design tools

Upper CASE –
Creates systems diagrams
Lower CASE 
Manages diagrams and code 
Integrated CASE
Combination



Tools

RAD (rapid application 
development) design tools

Enterprise class repository and 
collaboration tools
UML modeling



Tools

- Analysis and design software
- Code debugging methods
- Testing and quality assurance 
tools



ALTERNATIVE 
DEVELOPMENT 
METHODOLOGIES



The Alternative

- Parallel development
- Rapid application development 
(RAD) methodologies

Phased development
Prototyping
Throwaway prototyping



Parallel Dev

- Multiple copies of design and 
implementation phases 
- To develop separate subsystems
- All come together in a single 
implementation phase



Phased Dev

- Break system up into versions 
developed sequentially
- Each version has more 
functionality 
- Evolves into a final system
- Users gain functionality quickly
But initial systems are incomplete



Prototyping

- Performing analysis, design, and 
implementation phases 
concurrently, and repeatedly
- Users see system functionality 
quickly and provide feedback
- Decision maker learns about 
problem
- But can lose gains in repetition



Prototyping

Design

Implementation

Analysis

Need

Planning

Prototype

System

Prototype Not OK
Prototype OK



Prototyping

- Like prototyping and SDLC
- Analysis phase is thorough
- Design prototypes assist in 
understanding the system
- Example: can use Excel, then 
Visual Basic



Throwaway Prototyping

- Like prototyping and SDLC
- Analysis phase is thorough
- Design prototypes assist in 
understanding the system
- Example: can use Excel, then 
Visual Basic



Throwaway Prototyping

Design

Implementation

Analysis

Need

Planning

Design
Prototype

System

Design Prototype
Not OK

Design

Implementation

Design Prototype OK



Agile Development

- A new form of rapid prototyping
- Extreme Programming (XP) is the 
most popular example of agile 
processes



Agile Development

Used for:
- Unclear or rapidly changing 
requirements
- Speedy development



The Most Used

Most DSS are developed 
through the prototyping 
process.



The Most Used

- Short steps 
Planning
Analysis
Design
Prototype 

- Immediate stakeholder feedback 
to ensure that the development is 
proceeding correctly



Why Prototyping?

- Users and managers involved 
in every phase and iteration
- Learning is part of design
- Short interval between 
iterations
- Initial prototype must be low 
cost



DSS Prototyping
Advantages

User and management 
involvement

Learning explicitly integrated

Prototyping bypasses 
information requirement

Short intervals between 
iterations

Low cost

Improved user understanding 
of system

Disadvantages
Changing requirements

May not have thorough 
understanding of benefits and 
costs

Poorly tested

Dependencies, security, and 
safety may be ignored

High uncertainty

Problem may get lost

Reduction in quality

Higher costs due to multiple 
productions



DSS Technology Levels 
and Tools
Three Levels of DSS 
Technology

Specific DSS [the application]
DSS integrated tools (generators) [Excel]
DSS primary tools [programming 
languages]

Plus
DSS integrated tools



DSS Technology Levels 
and Tools

Specific DSS

DSS Generators 
(Spreadsheets, …)

DSS Tools (Languages, …)



Putting the system 
together
Two important concepts:

- The use of highly automated 
tools throughout the DSS 
development process
- The reuse of prefabricated 
components.



Putting the system 
together
DSS is much more than just a 
DBMS, MBMS, GUI, interface, 
and knowledge component. 
There are interfaces among the 
components and with outside 
systems.



DSS Research Directions and 
The DSS of the Future

More AI
Faster, more powerful 
computers
The Web - interfaces and DB 
and model access
More and better GSS
ERM/ERP



DSS Research Directions and 
The DSS of the Future

Knowledge management
Better GUI
Better telecommunications
More research on theories
More research on methods


